
Four Pillars of Canary Initiative

• GHG Inventory
• Climate Impact 

 Assessment

• Climate Action Plan

• Outreach/Education
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Presentation Notes
Explain why canary.
In addition to the Aspen Climate Impact Assessment that John described, the organizers of Canary identified three key pillars.



What We Track

Emission Type Community-wide
Buildings Electricity

Natural Gas
Propane

Transportation Tourist vehicles
Local vehicles
Commuter vehicles
Transit buses
School buses
Airport ground support
Off-road vehicles
Ski Co Equipment

Other Sources Fertilizer
Landfill methane
Coal mine fugitive methane
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2004 baseline, 2007 and 2011 





Climate Action Plan

Community reduction goal:

30% by 2020 and 80% by 2050, 
 below 2004 baseline.
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Policy, buildings, transportation, electricity, waste and local food
Created with feedback from community meetings  and meetings with specific sectors
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6% reduction since 2004.
11% needed for 2020 goal. About 538,000 tons to 517,000 tons
1 short ton = 0.91 metric tonnes



Mitigation
• Municipal utility 75% renewable
• International Energy Conservation Codes
• Affordable housing efficiency programs
• Rebates, incentives for efficiency, renewables
• Hotel energy retrofit contest
• Geothermal exploration
• Transit, carshare, bikeshare
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Private sector plays vital role in mitigation efforts. Aspen Ski Company: large scale clean energy through coal mine methane generation. This project is 3MW making 24M kwh annually (equal to ASC usage) with the elimination of three times our carbon emissions due to methane destruction. 
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And now we’re mobilizing the $66B snowsports industry on climate action, working with professional athletes and going to DC. Through protect our winters

Ski co also has been aware of the need for adaptation. Started snwomaking in 1977, has been expanding its investments in providing summer recreational activities in recent years.
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Grand Hyatt in Aspen and other lodges were built or retrofitted above code to maximize energy efficiency. Some have PV, solar hot water and geothermal heating.
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Outreach: October 2009 event





Adaptation

• Concerns: fire, drought, pine beetle, impacts 
 on tourism

• Adaptation as acknowledgment of defeat

• Roaring Fork Valley resiliency challenges and 
 opportunities
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As predicted in the climate impact assessment (1st step), we’re already seeing severe drought in the area and the start of pine beetle infestations. Massive fires in Colorado burned 244,000+ acres and destroyed 643 homes in a record fires season in 2012 and fire preparedness is a high priority for the forest service, emergency responders and the City in the Aspen area. 

Placeholder within Canary Action Plan for “adaptation planning”
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Economic engine for valley – known for two things: luxury homes and lodges and world class skiing and snowboarding.
Schizophrenic community – focus on luxury destination but strong env ethic locally
Snow conditions (precipitation) feed Aspen’s tourism economy and real estate market. These economic impacts influence property values throughout the Roaring Fork Valley. These towns are linked – Aspen depends on outlying communities with less expensive housing for its workers and these communities benefit from being desirable locations to visit and live, in part, because of their proximity to Aspen. Many people live in one town and work in another. I lived in New Castle and commuted to Aspen for several years. I considered the entire valley my “community.” Aspen vs. New Castle climate message. How we respond to the changing climate has consequences for each community 

Personal strategies – Aspen to New Castle













Adaptation planning asks decision makers to 
 

make decisions that consider:
the long term

ecological, social and economic impacts

on communities and systems that stretch beyond 
 their jurisdictions

based on models they may not trust or understand.
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Longer than election cycles
Often interdependent
- How to deal with and explain uncertainty?
How do we help? I serve as a middle person for the COA but many communities have citizen advisory boards or no one to help champion adaptation planning and “translate” for elected officials.  Policy may be important to deal with timeline.
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Making good progress. Community-wide GHG’s are down by 6% since 2004.
But no matter how successful Aspen is in reducing GHG’s, global emissions continue to affect us.

Extreme weather events such as droughts, fires, floods threaten the safety and economies of communities across the globe and Aspen is vulnerable. 
That’s why it’s time to create an adaptation plan. Adaptation planning involves responding to the impacts of climate change, both proactively and reactively. Adaptation planning can include preventative measures to slow down the progression of climate change and mitigation measures to reduce the effects. This section provides resources about approaches to planning for expected changes caused by climate change.





Sector Specific
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Explain stationary combustion!
Increases = mobile combustion

Tourist travel based on previous inventory methodology for consistency but has a high level of uncertainty - based on calculation involving a number of factors 
Ex. total number of Aspen tourist “pillows,” average length of stay (summer and winter), rough estimate of portion of visitors arriving by car (and assumed distance per trip), and average seasonal occupancy rates. 
High degree of uncertainty but follows same methodology as previous inventories.

Some improvements to be achieved in data accuracy
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Roughly corresponds with urban growth boundary.
Note ski areas - Includes school district, hospital, airport.
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